17.08.2020

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION and PREFERENTIAL briefing
Please read this paper VERY carefully!
In the following we have summarised the most important points for the 3Länder Enduro Race
powered by Santa Cruz. Please read these three pages thoroughly.
Further important information on the procedure of the Race will be provided by written information
on site.
Please bring along to the registration:
a) Mask for compliance with hygiene measures
b) signed disclaimer
ONLY with COMPLETED disclaimer the registration will be processed further!
c) Deposit for transponder: 20 EURO PER driver (please be suitably ready)
If you have the possibility to pick up the starting number for a team mate/friend, you are
welcome to do so. For this purpose, the FILLED disclaimer and deposit for the
transponder must also be brought along. Please keep a distance of at least 1m from each
other while waiting!
1. Event-Area / Race-Office:
Please avoid large gatherings of people here and distribute yourself generously in the area below
Nauders Castle to keep the distance of 1m. The exact address is Nauders 193, AT-6543 Nauders
(below Nauders Castle).
There is limited parking space directly on site, further parking spaces are available at the
Liftstation of the Bergkastel- and Mutzkopfbahn. There are camping sites in Nauders and in St.
Valentin, parking spaces at the valley station of the Schöneben Lift in Reschen. The obligation to
keep a safe distance and the principle of avoiding crowds apply there too.
2. Distribution of start numbers:
a) Both staff and participants are required to wear masks when handing out start numbers
b) Thursday, 27.08., from 17.30 to 19.00 in the race office in the event area
c) Friday, 28.08. from 8.00 to 10.30 in the race office and from 15.00 to 16.45
d) Saturday (29.08.) from 7.45 - 08.15 in the Race-Office (ONLY for latecomers!!!)
3. Riders Briefing:
Due to the Corona pandemic, there is NO briefing of all participants. Therefore, it is essential to
follow the written briefing posted on site!
4. Training:
The training on Friday is NOT obligatory, but highly recommended. We will publish a
map/sequence of the stages recommended for training on site and via Komoot and advise you to
consider this recommendation!

5. Start of the race
In the Event-Area below the castle Nauders the start is in starting blocks of max. 6 participants in
3 minute intervals! Please keep enough distance and be on time for your starting block at the
event area. The order and starting time is binding. That means those who do not appear at the
start at their starting time must start again at the time specified by the race organization!
The starting order for the prologue is determined by the race management.
On Saturday (29.08.) the start will be in order of the results of the prologue. For the start on
Sunday (30.08.) the start will be according to the intermediate result of Saturday.
6. Transponder:
Attach the transponder with the bracelet to your right wrist. IMPORTANT:In case of GPS watches
on the wrist, wear the watch on the left wrist! When the transponder is returned, the deposit will
returned.
7. Startnummer:
Mount visibly on the handlebars.
8. Helmets:
Helmets are compulsory on the entire route, also on the transfers between the stages! Violations
against these regulations will be punished with a time penalty of five minutes!
9. Protectors etc.:
On the timed stages there is a DUTY to carry: Knee pads, full visor helmet and back protector or
appropriate backpack with back protector. The wearing of elbow pads and gloves is strongly
recommended on all stages.
10. Signposting of the route:
The route with its stages and transfers is continuously signposted in the order of the stages. Do
NOT leave this signposted route; violations will be punished with a time penalty of five minutes.
The stages themselves are signposted, but are not marked on both sides by a tape at every
point. It is important to keep your bearings even on the timed stages!
11. Prologue:
The prologue is obligatory, the time of the prologue is included as a stage in the overall ranking.
In the DUO teams, BOTH riders must start in the prologue (the slower time in the team is
evaluated here).
12. Lifttickets/Lift:
All participants receive lift tickets for the three days of the event. Lost lift tickets can NOT be
replaced! Also in this case a distance of 1m is required when waiting in line!
13. Procedure at the launch gate:
The start of the Stages is regulated by the so-called "gate directors". Here too, there is a distance
obligation of 1m, which is checked by the gate director! It is mandatory to follow the starting
distance. Waiting riders have to stay BACK to the Gate Director, otherwise the timekeeping will
be triggered (contactless)! Whoever crosses the finish line will continue as quickly as possible.
Group gatherings are to be avoided here as well.
14. Timing:
The personal transponder stores all data of the individual sections. The transponder is already
switched on after output by SPORTident! After the last stage of the respective day the
transponder must be read out.For this a passage at the finish at the SPORTident tent is
NECESSARY. Without this passage and the reading of the transponder no scoring can take
place.

15. Catering:
The following catering is included in the participation fee: Lunch snack on Saturday, 28.08.
As a joint dinner is not possible due to Corona regulations, all participants will receive a refund
of 15,- €.
16. Sanitary facilities
The sanitary facilities can only be released for simultaneous use by one person at a time. If this is
not guaranteed, the guest has to wait in front of the outdoor sanitary area until he is able to use
the facilities! For additional hygiene, disinfectant dispensers are provided in the sanitary area.
Shower facilities are not available at the event site!
16. Emergency Service:
There are several bike shops in Reschen and Nauders, which can help with defects within their
possibilities.
17. SCHEDULE:
The current timetable can be viewed at www.3laenderenduro.com and will also be posted on site.
Many thanks for your understanding!
Nauders/Reschen/Düsseldorf, 17.08.2020

